The complexity of modern networks and the stringent quality of service requirements that result in very small important event probabilities can render standard Monte Carlo (MC) simulation intractable. Accelerated simulation using splitting can potentially overcome these difficulties, but conventional methods cannot be successfully applied to systems for which the occurrence of the important event does not temporally coincide with the conditions that lead to it. Cell delay experienced through single and tandem switches exhibits this behavior.
Introduction
Due to the complexity of modern networks and stringent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements resulting in very low important event probabilities (e.g., cell loss probabilities below lo-'), standard Monte Carlo (MC) simulation techniques can be computationally intractable. Importance sampling [l] is difficult to apply to tandem networks due to the indirect relationship between the modifiable input parameters and the system response.
Accelerated simulation using splitting techniques have recently been used in the context of queueing networks [2] - [9] .
The main notion behind splitting is to partition the system states into subsets. When a subset is entered during system simulation, numerous retrials are initiated with the current subset as the starting or entry state of the system. Essentially, the main system trajectory is split into a number of subtrajectories. The number of subtrajectories spawned in each subset as a result of the split is referred to as the splitting or oversampling factor. The splitting method involves the selection of the subsets 'This work was supported by the Center for Advanced Computing and Communication, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC. and oversampling factors, where the higher subsets correspond to the rare events, and increases the relative frequency of the rare events by placing an emphasis on higher subsets. Efficient splitting can be achieved by equalizing the steady state probabilities of the subsets under splitting [3, 4, 7, 81. We apply the splitting technique called direct probability redistribution (DPR) [8] , which requires the subsets to be disjoint (but not necessarily nested), and accounts for multiple subset transitions.
There are some systems for which the occurrence of the important event does not necessarily temporally coincide with the conditions that lead to the important event. Conventional splitting techniques cannot be applied to these systems due to the fact that even though numerous subtrajectories are spawned when conditions indicate a potential important event, the subtrajectories may be killed before the important event is actually observed. For example, in the case of cell loss and excessive queue occupation (queue tails), cells that observe large queue lengths upon arrival typically directly contribute to the important event. However, in the case of excessive cell delay, which is also caused by high queue occupancy, the measurement of the delay event (which occurs when the cell exits the queue) does not coincide temporally with the large queue occupancy upon the arrival of the cell. In fact, by the time the cell exits, the system most probably exhibits a lower queue length, resulting in the subtrajectory being killed before the excessive delay event can be observed.
A splitting technique was presented in [lo] for delay through queues with random service. An efficient application of splitting to more complicated configurations, including constant service times using a technique based on the concepts of primary and secondary indicator functions has been applied to successfully estimate rare delay probabilities in [ll] . However, the technique developed loses efficiency for tandem queues.
In this paper, we enhance the concepts of primary and secondary indicator functions to more accurately represent the dynamics of the tandem queues. We develop two enhanced splitting methods to estimate rare delay probabilities resulting from tagged traffic traversing tandem switches in the presence of background traffic. The enhanced methods accurately capture the queueing behavior that leads to excessive cell delay through tandem switching networks. We apply the enhanced methods to some of the configurations in [ll] to demonstrate the more efficient results for tandem queues and also to a different system which better illustrates the improvement of the enhanced methods. Application examples show that the enhanced methods penetrate into a significantly higher delay (and lower probability) region compared to the previous method. For the systems considered, speedup over standard MC simulation is observed to be inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
System Description
We consider the network of M tandem switches shown in Fig.  1 . Each switch has a queue of size K and a constant service of C. There is a tagged traffic source with a triplet (At, A t , Bt) which enters the petwork at switch 1 and exits at the output of switch M . Here, At is the peakcell arrival rate, xt is the mean or sustained cell arrival rate and Bt is the mean burst length at the peak rate: For:ach switch there are N background sources with triplets (A, x, B). The background traffic exits at the output of the corresponding switch, i.e., background traffic does not traverse the switches.
We assume the entire system is normalized with respect to max{At, A} and thus consider time to be discrete, where one time slot correspo~ds to the arrival time of a single cell at the peak rate max{At, A}. With this normalization, we assume that for all sources, cells arrive according to an interrupted Bernoulli process (IBP). The IBP sources can be in one of two states s E (0, l}. All queues exhibit an early arrival and late departure behavior. Tagged cells arrive at the first line at each switch. where D is the delay experienced by the tagged cells and 7 represents different threshold values. We are interested in cases where 7 is high and thus the delay threshold probabilities are very small (in the range of and below).
The DPR Simulation Technique
The DPR simulation technique was developed in detail in [8] .
Here, we summarize some key results. Let the state space of the system be denoted by S and assume there are n states. The system state is defined by a set of system parameters. During DPR simulation, a trajectory is split whenever the system makes a transition from subset Si to subset S j such that i < j. The expected number of new subtrajectories generated upon such a transition is p j / p ; -1. The life of the new subtrajectories is controlled by a ticketing mechanism [SI. Unbiased estimates can be obtained when the event counters are updated by weighting by a factor of 1/p; when in subset Si, or 1 / p r ( v ) in general, where V is the current state of the system. Note that, as we indicated in Section 1, the splitting method involves the selection of the subsets and oversampling factors. Efficient splitting can be achieved by equalizing the steady state probabilities of the subsets under splitting [3, 4, 7, 81, which can be achieved by setting the factors in p according to the inverse of the estimated steady state probabilities. Denoting the latter by PI,. . . , Pm, where P; = e;/ ej, p can be constructed such that pk = (maxi P;)/Pk for 1 5 i 6 m. w e use iterative subset expZoration to estimate such an oversampling vector p [S, 91.
In the subsequent sections, we focus on the selection of a subset indicator function to accurately estimate rare delay threshold probabilities through tandem queues.
Primary and Secondary Indicator Functions
We illustrate the technique of splitting based on primary and secondary indicator functions [ll] using an example. We consider a system such as in Fig. 1 with M = 1 (single stage queue) with input consisting of a tagged source multiplexed with background sources. We estimate delay threshold probabilities Pr{ D > T} for the tagged cells. Upon entry into the queue, the tagged sources are given a timestamp based on the arrival time slot. Upon exit, the delay is determined by the difference between the exit slot and the timestamp. Fig. 2 represents a sample evolution of such a system with a constant service rate of C = 1 cell/slot between observation time slots k = 0 and k = 40. In Fig. 2 , the solid lines represent the queue length qk. In this example, a tagged cell arrivals at slot k = 16 observing a queue length of 10 and exits at slot k = 27.
For this system, a traditional subset indicator function would be in the form of r(vk) = qk + 1. Thus, upon the arrival of the tagged cell, the indicator function is r(V16) = 11 with an oversampling factor of 1111, resulting in new subtrajectories. However, as seen in Fig. 2 , by the time the tagged cell exits, the queue length will have already dropped to qk = 5. The subset just before the exit of the tagged cell is I'(V26) = 6. Thus, even though new subtrajectories were initiated to observe more delay events for tagged cells, those subtrajectories terminated before the tagged cell departed from the queue. The traditional subset indicator function does not account for the time lag between the time when the conditions for the important event occur and the time when the important event is actually observed. In fact, the spawned subtrajectories will not result in new important events being collected and will cause computational inefficiency. Thus, a good indicator function must not only cause the system states that can potentially lead to important events to be frequently visited, but it must keep the spawned subtrajectories alive until the important events have occurred. In [ll], a DPR-based splitting approach based on primary and secondary indicator functions was introduced.
The objective of the primary indicator function (PIF) is to increase the production of the cells that have the potential to experience long delay. This can be achieved by using T(Vk) = q k + 1 as the PIF since this PIF enhances those subtrajectories for which entering tagged cells observe large queues. The PIF maintains the first objective of a good indicator function.
The objective of the secondary indicator function (SIF) is to keep the subtrajectories that will lead to important events alive. This can be achieved with the use of an auxiliary state variable [ll] . When a tagged cell enters the queue, a label q5 (called the potential) is added to it which represents the current PIF. Thus, if a tagged cell enters at time k, q5 = T(Vk). Then, the overall potential can be found by maximizing over all tagged cells Lk in the queue at time k as follows:
where d k ( i ) is the potential for tagged cell i at time k. Then, the overall indicator function can be found by maximizing the PIF and SIF as follows:
We will use the term PSIF to denote the indicator function ?? (Vk) using the PIF and SIF in [ll] . The PSIF function I'(Vk) is illustrated using dashed lines in Fig. 2 . As can be seen from the figure, the I'(V16) = 11 upon the arrival of the tagged cells and does not change until the departure of the cell in slot k = 27. Thus, the subtrajectory is not terminated until the delay of D = 11 slots is observed for the tagged cell.
The PSIF function has been successfully applied to single stage systems in [ll] . However, it loses efficiency as the number of tandem queues is increased. In the following, we present an enhanced method based on the PSIF that generates efficient results for tandem queues.
PSIF-Based Subset Indicator Function
For the tandem configuration, the primary indicator function used by the PSIF approach is calculated as follows: The PSIF function loses efficiency as the number of tandem switches ( M ) is increased since the potential delay for the tagged cell is equal to the sum of the queue lengths upon arrival. However, the queue lengths change as the tagged cell traverses the tandem queues. Thus, the secondary indicator function becomes less and less accurate as M is increased because it cannot predict the queue occupancies which will be observed as the tagged cell traverses the network. In fact, in many cases, a tagged cell with a very high potential based on the queue lengths at its arrival time will experience delays which are considerably lower than the potential. This causes a loss of efficiency as observed in [ll].
Enhanced Subset Indicator Functions
Here, we present two enhanced indicator functions based on the concept of primary and secondary indicator functions. We will use the term EIF to denote the enhanced indicator functions.
The first function, which we call EIF Type 1, does not use any prediction of potential delay, but rather "keeps track" of the delay experienced by the tagged cell as it traverses the network. The primary indicator function is given by the queue length observed in the first switch as follows: T*(Vk) = Qk(1) + 1
(4)
where (*) indicates the EIF Type 1 approach and qk(1) is the current queue length at switch 1. Thus, for a tagged cell that enters the network, the enhanced secondary indicator function is given by 4; = T*(Vk). For a tagged cell that exits switch s and enters switch s + 1, 1 5 s <_ M -1, the enhanced potential function is computed by calculating the delay observed until switch s and the current queue length at switch s + 1 as follows: where q5z(j) is the potential function using EIF Type 1 for tagged cell j at time k and Lk is the number of tagged cells in the network at time k . The EIF Type 1 function is then given as: r*(vk) = mu{??*(vk),Ji}
Since the EIF Type 1 indicator function does not make any predictions on the potential delay of the tagged cell (except for the currently observed delay and the delay to be observed in the next switch), it does not suffer the loss of accuracy as in the case of the PSIF method. Thus, it is expected to generate more efficient results than the PSIF method (resulting in higher observed delays). However, since no prediction is employed, it is also expected that EIF Type 1 may lose efficiency as the number of tandem queues is increased due to the fact that a tagged cell has to traverse multiple tandem switches to sufficiently increase the indicator function and generate subtrajectories which potentially lead to large delay observations. The second function, which we call EIF Type 2, uses forward prediction as in the PSIF case, but updates and enhances the prediction of potential delay as the tagged cells traverse the network. For the EIF Type 2, the primary indicator function is calculated as in the case of T(Vk) for the PSIF in Eq. However, in order to better represent the queueing behavior in the tandem switches down the line, we update the secondary indicator function as the tagged cells traverse the network. Essentially, for a tagged cell that enters the network, the enhanced secondary indicator function is given by &* = T**(Vk).
For a tagged cell that exits switch s and enters switch s + 1, 1 < s < M -1, the enhanced potential function is computed by calculating the delay observed until switch s and making an updated prediction for the potential delays through switches s + 1 to M as follows: (9) where D; is the delay experienced by the tagged cell through switch i and q k ( i ) is the currently observed queue length a t switch i. The The EIF Type 2 approach is expected to generate more efficient results (i.e., larger observed delays) than the PSIF and EIF Type 1 methods since its uses prediction-based indicator functions that are updated to represent the queue changes as the tagged cell traverses the network. The prediction function enables trajectories which will potentially result in generation of large delays. The updated predictions ensure that only those subtrajectories that will eventually result in higher delays are kept alive. Table 1 shows a comparison of the primary indicator function and potential functions (both upon entry and after a traversal from switch s to s + 1) for the three methods.
In Fig's 3 and 4, we present a high level pseudo-code section depicting the EIF calculation phase for both Type 1 and Type 2 and system transition at time k . Note that due to the early arrival and late departure behavior of the queues, the algorithm logically behaves as if the processing occurs from switch M down to switch 1 (this is equivalent to the actual operation of the system where the queues are processed simultaneously).
Application Examples
We first coFsider the system in [ll] . For thisAsystem, i t = 1, Xt =P.l, Bt = 10 for the tagged source and X = 1, X = 0.4/7 and B = 10 for N = 7 background sources at each switch. The queue size is K = 500 and C.= 1 for each switch.
We generated delay threshold probability results for this system for M = 2 and M = 5 switches (note that the delay threshold probability is the probability that the cell delay exceeds a specified threshold). For each M , the minimum delay is given by Dmin = M and the maximum delay is given by D,,, = M . K . Delay threshold probabilities are generated for The black circular marks indicate the maximum delay achieved using the PSIF approach in [ll] and the white circular marks indicate the maximum delay achieved using the EIF Type 1 method. The EIF Type 2 method was able to achieve the maximum delay of D,,, = 1000 slots for M = 2 and up to a maximum delay of approximately 1400 slots (of D,,, = 2000) for M = 5 as compared to approximately 800 and 844 slots, respectively, using the EIF type 1 approach and approximately 525 and 625 slots, respectively, using the PSIF approach in [ll] . The maximum delay achieved indicates the maximum delay for which the normalized half-size confidence interval is less than 1.0 (indicating a statistically valid estimate).
For brevity, the relative half-size confidence intervals are only plotted for M = 2 in Fig's 7 and 8 for the EIF Type 1 and Type 2 methods, respectively. The improvement factors are plotted as solid curves for the EIF Type 2 method and dashed curves for the EIF Type 1 method in Fig. 6 . It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the improvement is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated for the EIF methods. The cutoff point (after . . . The above results indicate that, as expected, the EIF Type 1 and Type 2 methods represent more efficient indicator functions than the PSIF in [ll] , particularly as the number of tandem queues M is increased. The EIF Type 1 method starts to lose efficiency at the delay tails and as M is increased. The EIF Type 2 method, as expected, is the most efficient of the three and generates the highest observed delay among the three methods. The comparison of the maximum delays is made by fixing the number of simulation slots for all three methods. Note that this first system is such that the tail probabilities for M > 2 are well below and do not realistically represent common parameters in current networks. Furthermore, simulation times become excessively long for M > 5, even though the improvement factors are still inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
To better illustrate the EIF and PSIF methods for larger yalues of M we consider a second system. For the second system, At = 1, i t = 0.1, B t = 10 for the tagged source and X = 1, = 0.065 and B = 10 for N = 10 background sources at each switch. The queue size is K = 200 and C = 1 for each switch.
The results of the simulation runs are plotted in Fig's 9 and 10 .
In Fig. 9 , the delay threshold probabilities are plotted as solid curves for the EIF Type 2 method, dashed curves for the EIF Type 1 method and dotted curves for the PSIF method for Figure 6 : EIF improvement factors for t h e first system. M = 5, 10 and 15 tandem switches. The number of simulation slots was set to 10 x lo7 slots for all configurations and for all methods in order to compare the maximum delay achieved by the EIF and PSIF approaches. The black circular marks and white circular marks indicate the maximum delay achieved by the PSIF method and EIF Type 1 method, respectively, with valid statistical estimates, i.e., normalized half-size confidence interval less than 1.0 (note that, for brevity, the normalized confidence intervals are not shown for this system).
As seen from and 15, respectively, for the EIF Type 1 method. The maximum delays were 650, 1035 and 1200 slots for M = 5, 10 and 15, respectively, for the PSIF method. As expected, the EIF methods can generate higher maximum delays than the PSIF method for a given number of runs. The efficiency of the EIF methods compared to the PSIF method increases as the number of tandem switches is increased. Also, as expected, the EIF Type 2 method is more efficient than the EIF Type 1 method, 
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Figure 8: Normalized half-size 95% confidence intervals for M = 2, EIF T y p e 2.
especially for higher number of tandem switches.
The improvement factors are plotted as solid lines for the EIF Type 2 method and dashed lined for the EIF Type 1 method in Fig. 10 . As seen from Fig. 10 , the improvement factors (over standard MC simulation) for the EIF methods are inversely proportional to the probability being estimated. The cutoff point occurs at probabilities of approximately to
Better penetration into the higher delay region can occur if the number of simulation slots is sufficiently increased (although this may cause a decrease in improvement factors). However, the EIF and PSIF methods are compared based on the maximum delay for a given number of simulation slots. As observed from the results in Fig's 5 and 9 , for a fixed number of simulation slots, the EIF methods penetrate into a significantly higher delay (and lower probability) region compared to the PSIF method. Also, as expected, the EIF Type 2 method is more efficient than the other methods and can accurately estimate much lower probabilities for a given number of simulation slots, especially as the number of tandem switches is increased. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problem of estimating rare delay threshold probabilities through tandem switches. We developed two enhanced splitting methods based on a splitting technique which was previously used to estimate rare delay probabilities through a single switch. Based on primary and secondary indicator functions and a single prediction for delay, the previous method produced efficient results for single queues but lost efficiency for tandem queues. We enhanced the concepts of primary and secondary indicator functions to more accurately represent the dynamics of tandem queues.
The first enhanced method does not use prediction of potential delay, but keeps track of delay experienced by cells as they traverse the network. The second enhanced method uses forward prediction, but updates and enhances the prediction of potential delay as cells traverse the network. The enhanced methods accurately capture the queueing behavior that leads to excessive cell delay through tandem switching networks. We used the enhanced methods to efficiently estimate rare delay probabilities for tagged traffic traversing tandem switches in the presence of background traffic. The enhanced methods penetrated into a significantly higher delay (and lower probability) region compared to the previous method, and, as expected, the second enhanced method was the most efficient. Speedup over standard Monte Carlo simulation was observed to be inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
